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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable summarizes the progress in WP4 Multi-Lingual MT during the final third year
of the project. The work that has been carried out in two previous years is reported in the
initial deliverable D4.1 and in the intermediate D4.2. In this deliverable, we only briefly refer
to the previous work, and report all necessary details of new work.
The work package consists of 5 tasks:
T4.1 Baseline MT Models was planned and carried out during the first 6 months of the
project. It provided MT systems to the rest of the main processing pipeline, so that
integration and technical testing could start. All the details regarding our baseline models
are in the previous Deliverable D4.1: Initial Report on Multi-Lingual MT.
T4.2 Document-Level Translation is a research goal somewhat more independent of the remaining tasks. The aim is to substantially improve the practice of handling document-level
context across MT processing stages: training, translation and evaluation. In Section 2,
we report a new study on the post-processing strategy to improve document-level coherence, and a study for simulated document-level end-to-end evaluation of simultaneous
speech-to-text translation.
T4.3 Multi-Target Translation explores the setup most needed for ELITR central event,
the EUROSAI congress, where a single speech needs to be translated into up to 43 target
languages. In Section 3, we report an update of previously reported English-to-many
NMT.
T4.4 Multi-Source Translation aims to improve translation quality by considering other
language versions of the same content. The task was scheduled for the third year of the
project and could consider both written or spoken multi-source. We created an evaluation
test set of parallel speeches and simultaneous interpreting from the European Parliament,
and analyzed features, costs and benefits of using either the original, or interpreting as a
source for speech translation. More is in Section 4.
T4.5 Flexible Multi-Lingual MT aimed to propose and evaluate NMT system architectures
that can translate from one or more language versions provided simultaneously into one or
more target languages. The practical limits of neural network capacity had to examined.
However, we started by analyzing more fundamental bottleneck that limits the practical
usability of multi-lingual NMT: robustness against unstable and unreliable sources in
simultaneous SLT. We propose a simple rule-based system for selecting the most reliable
source at real-time, e.g. from the original and one or more simultaneous interpreting. See
details in Section 5.

2 Task T4.2 Document-Level Machine Translation (CUNI, UEDIN)
2.1 Post-Editing MT for Document-Level Coherence
Following our success with automatic post-editing in increasing document-level consistency
(Voita et al., 2019), reported in D4.2, we extended this work in two ways:
• we draw on related research in (sentence-based) automatic post-editing (Pal et al., 2019),
extending it to the document-level. Different from our previous experiments, state-ofthe-art post-editing systems use not only the translation candidate, but also the original
source text as its input.
• we perform a human evaluation focused on adequacy and fluency, confirming that monolingual automatic post-editing only increases fluency, whereas source-based post-editing
can increase both.
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Our experiments show that document-level automatic post-editing benefits from access to the
source text. However, this increases data requirements, requiring some amount of parallel
document-level data, whereas we were able to train a monolingual post-editing system based
purely on sentence-level parallel data and document-level monolingual data. Details can be
found in Wang et al. (2021), which is attached as Appendix A.

2.2 End-to-end Evaluation of Subtitling Comprehension
In CUNI, we examined the readers’ ability to comprehend outputs of simultaneous speech translation by using user evaluation for document-level translation quality and subtitles presentation.
Our approach relies on users’ continuous rating and a follow-up questionnaire. In the continuous rating, the judges express their satisfaction with the subtitles by pressing buttons while
following the subtitles. The follow-up questionnaire used direct factual questions and general
inquiry of the overall quality in various aspects. Both evaluation methods aimed at testing full
user comprehension, i.e. the text fluency, consistency and coherence.
We showed that user comprehension depends on system latency and sometimes the allowed
level of rewriting. With flicker, the subtitles were presented immediately as available, but with
frequent rewriting, which discomforts the reader. For comparison without flicker, we presented
only the final translations without rewriting, but with a large latency. It showed that more
source-language experienced users achieved higher comprehension with flicker than without. It
means that users have different preference of coherence and fluency in translation when their
source language proficiency differs.
We also related comprehension and the reported continuous feedback. The results showed
that there was a statistically significant dependence between user comprehension and continuous
rating of the judges who have at least intermediate knowledge of the source language. Relying
on the follow-up questionnaire is a costly bottleneck that prevents scalability to larger volumes.
We thus suggest that in future, after some follow-up works confirm and measure the correlation
between continuous rating and comprehension, the continuous rating itself can be used as a
cheap and scalable method for manual evaluation of subtitling quality.
Our study is attached as Appendix B.

3 Task T4.3 Multi-Target MT (CUNI, UEDIN, KIT)
We reported on v2.0 of the ELITR OPUS Corpus in Deliverable 1.5. UEDIN have since made
some minor updates to the corpus in order to address some issues with language support that
were observed in testing of the PV platform. Subsequently, we re-trained the production model
replacing the multi-target English-to-41 model with a new English-to-44 model.

3.1 The ELITR OPUS Corpus v2.1
Version 2.1 was generated using the same methodology as v2.0. Since the corpus generation
scripts were re-run from scratch, including the scripts that download the individual source
corpora, v2.1 benefits from the additions made to OPUS in the intervening period.
The following additional changes were made in this version:
• Support for the Catalan language was added.
• The Serbian portion of the corpus was separated into Cyrillic and Latin parts.
• The Norwegian portion of the corpus was separated into Bokmål and Nynorsk parts.

3.2 The English-to-44 Model
We re-trained our production one-to-many model on a subset of OPUS v2.1 that includes all
sentence pairs with English. Catalan and the variants of Serbian and Norwegian are supported
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via new tags that can be prepended to the source sentence, adding <ca>, <sr_cyrillic>,
<sr_latin>, <nn>, and <nb>, while removing <sr> and <no>. In addition, we trained a deep
encoder version of the model that uses 12 layers instead of the standard 6. We evaluated the
model using the auto-mt test sets from the ELITR test set. See the description in deliverable
D1.6: Year 3 Test Data and in Ansari et al. (2021). Results are given in Table 1.
Target
Arabic
Bosnian
Catalan
Czech
Danish
German
Spanish
Croatian
Hungarian
Dutch
Polish
Romanian
Russian
Slovak
Serbian

en-to-41
3.9
23.5
23.8
27.5
24.5
34.4
13.1
16.4
28.4
22.0
22.0
13.5
10.2
14.7

en-to-44
3.8
27.3
16.8
25.2
28.8
26.0
35.3
15.1
17.0
29.4
23.0
22.3
14.6
11.3
14.6

en-to-44-deep
3.6
28.6
17.5
25.8
29.8
26.8
36.0
15.7
17.7
29.9
23.8
22.8
15.3
12.0
13.6

Table 1: Bleu scores for the English-to-44 model on the elitr-test auto-mt test sets.
With the exceptions of Arabic and Serbian, performance is consistently improved over the
previous model and the deep model outperforms the standard model. For Serbian, the elitr-test
test set uses Latin script. We noticed that the model still sometimes mixes Latin and Cyrillic (though <sr_cyrillic> predominantly generates Cyrillic and <sr_latin> predominantly
generates Latin). We believe that this is due to an inadequate separation of scripts in the preparation of the data. Rather than needing to repeat the full process of corpus preparation and
model training, this could be addressed with targeted fine-tuning on a cleaned-up version of the
dataset. Similarly, we believe that the poor translation quality for Arabic could be addressed
through targeted fine-tuning.

4 Task T4.4 Multi-Source MT (CUNI, UEDIN, KIT)
We decided to primarily focus on multi-source simultaneous speech translation. It can be applied
to events with simultaneous interpreting. The machine translation should ideally combine the
original speech in the first language and one or more simultaneous interpreting into another
languages. All these sources should be used for translation into the target languages, into which
it is not interpreted, e.g. from financial and capacity reasons. The motivation is higher quality
due to lexical disambiguation and independent speech recognition whose errors may complement
each other. The intended cost is larger latency due to interpreting delay.
To be able to proceed with this goal, we created ESIC: Europarl Simultaneous Interpreting
Corpus. It consists of 10 hours of authentic English speeches given from European Parliament
2008-12, with simultaneous interpreting into Czech and German. The corpus contains 3 audio
tracks with manual transcriptions, metadata and parallel translations. It was used in ELITR
test set and already described in deliverable D1.6: Year 3 Test Sets. It was published with the
paper by Macháček et al. (2021), see Appendix C.
Furthermore, in Macháček et al. (2021) we analyzed the features, benefits and costs of using
the original, or the simultaneous interpreting as source of speech translation on ESIC corpus
from following point of views:
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• Latency. We measured the latency of ST following the interpreter and of the ST directly
from source. ST following the interpreter is approximately twice slower than ST directly
from the source. It can be comparable to interpreting through a pivot language which is
feasible for users.
• Length of interpretese versus translationese. Interpreting strategy involves shortening
and summarization, so that the verbal production is easier for the interpreter as well as
for the user to perceive. In average, interpreting is significantly shorter than translation.
It can be beneficial also for speech translation users. We showed how speech translation
can be designed for shortening to the same average length as interpreting.
• Complexity. We found out that interpretese contains simpler language than translationese. It can be therefore better perceivable for users.
• Content preservation. In a short manual analysis, we found out that more information
from the source is lost via interpreting than via direct speech translation. It can be caused
by removing redundancies or by instability and unreliability of human interpreters. The
reason has to be analyzed.
The results of analysis might be useful for further research in multi-source speech translation
that will actually combine the sources, as well as for event organizers for considering the source
for speech translation.

5 Task T4.5 Flexible Multi-Lingual MT (CUNI, UEDIN, KIT)
Based on our experience from ELITR dry-run sessions and on the EUROSAI Congress, we
found out that very important bottleneck in multi-lingual NMT is not the network capacity or
mix of languages in many-to-many models, but rather in the area between designing, deploying and operating the complex end-to-end speech translation system with multiple source and
many target languages. The system has to flexibly respond to situations when the sources or
intermediate components are unreliable or produce noise.
The experience from EUROSAI congress and current state-of-the-art solution is described
in deliverable D6.2: Report on ELITR at EUROSAI Congress and in Bojar et al. (2021). There
are multiple parallel speech sources, the original in one language, and multiple simultaneous
interpreting tracks, each into a different language. Our current speech translation system has
to use only one source at a time. The preference for the source may change over time, even
within the duration of the speech. The proposed solution in Bojar et al. (2021) relies on human
operator who continuously monitors the available sources and keeps selecting one of them in
real-time. Such manual monitoring and selection are however demanding and imperfect. We
therefore aim to automate it, to enable the system to flexibly select the optimal source.
In CUNI, we therefore implemented a tool called “Auto Switcher”. It implements rules that
detect and disable empty and unreliable sources and order the remaining ones by preference.
The rules take into account the underlying ASR and MT not working properly, e.g. due to large
lagging, “hallucinations” of NN (a single subword or syllable repeated many times), missing or
wrong punctuation or capitalization, not delivering output for some time, networking problems,
unexpected language on the source, etc. Auto Switcher is fully integrated into the ELITR
pipeline. It is extendable by custom rules depending on the specifics of the used session. The
rules can use both text and audio features, e.g. noise detection or language identification from
speech, or external ASR quality estimation.
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Abstract
Accurate translation requires documentlevel information, which is ignored by
sentence-level machine translation. Recent
work has demonstrated that document-level
consistency can be improved with automatic post-editing (APE) using only targetlanguage (TL) information. We study an
extended APE model that additionally integrates source context. A human evaluation of fluency and adequacy in English–
Russian translation reveals that the model
with access to source context significantly
outperforms monolingual APE in terms of
adequacy, an effect largely ignored by automatic evaluation metrics. Our results show
that TL-only modelling increases fluency
without improving adequacy, demonstrating the need for conditioning on source
text for automatic post-editing. They also
highlight blind spots in automatic methods for targeted evaluation and demonstrate
the need for human assessment to evaluate
document-level translation quality reliably.

1 Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT) has significantly improved the state of the art in MT
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015;
Vaswani et al., 2017) on the sentence level. However, accurate translation requires looking at larger
units than individual sentences (Hardmeier, 2014),
and context-aware NMT has recently become a
popular research direction (Miculicich et al., 2018;
Scherrer et al., 2019; Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019).
One approach to discourse-level processing in
NMT is automatic post-editing of the output of
a sentence-level system. DocRepair (Voita et al.,
2019a) is a monolingual sequence-to-sequence
model to correct inconsistencies in groups of adja-

cent sentence-level translations, showing improvements for specific discourse-level phenomena such
as the generation of inflections in elliptic sentences.
The hypotheses explored in this work are (1)
that the coherence of the translation can be further
improved by exploiting context in the source language, and (2) that the omission of source context
disproportionately affects adequacy in a way that is
not measured adequately by the existing automatic
evaluation procedures.
Our post-editing model is a document-level adaptation of Transference (Pal et al., 2019), a successful three-way transformer architecture from
the WMT 2019 Automatic Post-Editing (APE)
task (Chatterjee et al., 2019). To keep the model
from over-correcting the hypothesis, we use data
weighting (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018) and a conservativeness penalty (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2016). We evaluate on the same training
and evaluation sets as Voita et al. (2019a), including a general test set validated by BLEU score and
contrastive sets for several discourse phenomena.
Our experimental results confirm both hypotheses. Despite similar BLEU, human evaluation
demonstrates that our Transference model significantly outperforms DocRepair in terms of adequacy, whilst both models show a comparable improvement in fluency over a baseline without APE.
The automatic evaluation on discourse-specific test
sets suggests that source-side information is particularly useful for predicting omitted verb phrases;
however, even the targeted discourse-specific evaluation does not reflect the adequacy gain found
by human evaluators. This is especially true since
some of the discourse-specific test sets of Voita
et al. (2019a) have a very narrow focus on problems for which source context is unlikely to help.

2 Transference
Transference (Pal et al., 2019) (Figure 1) is a multisource transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architec-
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ture which exploits both source src and the MT output mt to predict the reference ref. It is composed
of (1) a source encoder (encsrc ) to generate the src
representation, (2) a second encoder (encsrc→mt )
which is a standard transformer decoder architecture without mask to produce the representation
of mt incorporating src information, and (3) a decoder (decref ) which captures the final representation from encsrc→mt via cross-attention.
output

encsrc
Transformer
Encoder

encsrc—>mt
Transformer
Decoder
without
Masking

decref
Transformer
Decoder
with
Masking

src

mt

ref

Figure 1: Transference architecture for multisource document-level repair model.
If document-level APE is trained on a small subset of the parallel data, or only synthetic data, and
therefore presumably weaker as a general model
of translation than the sentence-level main model,
we need to control how aggressively APE can modify mt to prevent over-correction. We adopt two
strategies from the APE literature to achieve this. A
conservativeness penalty (Junczys-Dowmunt and
Grundkiewicz, 2016), denoted c, penalises the
score of each prediction that is not in src or mt.
Formally, let Vc = Vsrc ∪ Vmt be the subset of the
full vocabulary V that occurs in an input segment.
Given a |V |-sized vector of candidates ht at time
step t, the score of each candidate v is defined as:

ht (v) − c if v ∈ V \Vc
ht (v) =
(1)
ht (v)
otherwise.
Second, similar to Lopes et al. (2019), we apply a data weighting strategy during training. We
assign each training sample a weight that is defined as BLEUsmooth (mt, ref ) (Lin and Och, 2004)
to upweight samples that require little post-editing.

3

Data and Preprocessing

We use all of the English-to-Russian data released
by Voita et al. (2019a)1 , including: (1) 6M context1 https://github.com/lena-voita/goodtranslation-wrong-in-context

Model

Deixis Lex.c. Ell.infl. Ell.VP BLEU

Results reported by Voita et al. (2019a):
Baseline
50.0 45.9
53.0
DocRepair
91.8 80.6
86.4

28.4
75.2

32.41
34.60

Our experiments:
DocRepair
DocRepair (+P)
Transference
Transference (+P)

69.0
71.8
73.0
82.8

32.69
32.38
30.56
32.53

88.6
87.6
86.8
87.8

70.5
67.6
62.9
65.4

83.8
82.2
81.6
84.8

Experiments marked +P use the ParData corpus.

Table 1: BLEU score on general test set and accuracy on contrastive test sets (deixis, lexical consistency, ellipsis (inflection), and VP ellipsis).

agnostic and 1.5M context-aware (4 consecutive
sentences in each sample) data from the OpenSubtitles2018 corpus (Lison et al., 2018); (2) Russian
monolingual data in 30M groups of 4 consecutive
sentences gathered by Voita et al. (2019a). We
reuse the synthetic training data for APE generated by Voita et al. (2019a), treating Russian monolingual data as ref, a sentence-level English backtranslation as src, and the Russian roundtrip translation as mt. The evaluation data consists of general
test sets extracted from the training data and four
contrastive test sets to evaluate specific contextual
phenomena.
The four contrastive test sets have a narrow focus on specific discourse-level phenomena. The
“Deixis” set targets consistent use of formal and
informal second-person pronouns (T-V distinction)
in Russian (however without regard to the social
acceptability of the selected form). “Lexical cohesion” targets the consistent transliteration of proper
names into Cyrillic script. These two sets are independent of source context by design, as the model
is only evaluated on the generation of consistent
repetitions of a form it has committed to, regardless of its adequacy in the context. The “Ellipsis
VP” set targets elliptic verb phrases, where Russian requires the production of a lexical verb form
not found in English. The “Ellipsis inflection” set
tests the generation of noun inflections in sentences
where the governing verb has been elided.
The training data is tokenised and truecased with
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), and encoded using
byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016b) with
source and target vocabularies of 32000 tokens.
Like Voita et al. (2019a), we report lowercased,
tokenised BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) with multibleu.perl from the Moses toolkit.
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4 Model
The sentence-level baselines (EN→RU) and model
used for RU→EN back-translation are Transformer
base models (Vaswani et al., 2017).
For document-level APE, DocRepair is a Transformer base model that operates on groups of adjacent sentences, mapping from mt to ref. We use the
Nematus toolkit (Sennrich et al., 2017) for DocRepair and our implementation of the Transference
architecture, using the same configuration as Pal
et al. (2019).2 Detailed hyperparameters are listed
in Appendix A. We train our document-level models on the 30M pairs of synthetic data. For some
models, we also include the subset of the parallel
data (1.5M pairs) for which context sentences are
available, referred to as ParData. The mt part of
ParData is generated by randomly sampling 20
translations with our EN→RU baseline system.
In preliminary experiments, adding noise to the
training data improved model generalisation. We
generated noise with two strategies. Following
Voita et al. (2019a), mt in both synthetic data and
ParData is randomly selected from 20 translations,
and noise is added by making random token substitutions with probability of 10%. Following Edunov
et al. (2018), noise is added to the src in synthetic
data by three operations: (1) replacing a token; (2)
deleting a token; (3) swapping adjacent token pairs,
with a probability of 10%.

5 Automatic evaluation
Table 1 shows the results in terms of accuracy on
the contrastive test sets and BLEU on the general
test set. For DocRepair, we were unable to replicate the exact results of Voita et al. (2019a). Our
conclusions are based on our own implementation.
On the general test set, trained on only synthetic
training data, Transference achieves about 2 BLEU
points less than DocRepair. We suspect that this
derives from the mismatch of the training and test
data for Transference. Specifically, during training, the “source” seen by Transference is the result
of noisy back-translation from Russian, whereas
at test time, the source is an original English sentence. When ParData is included, Transference
and DocRepair achieve comparable BLEU.
In accuracy on the test sets for T/V pronouns
(“deixis”) and transliteration consistency (“lexical
2 Code
available
at
https://github.com/
zippotju/Context-Aware-Bilingual-Repairfor-Neural-Machine-Translation

cohesion”), Transference does not improve over
DocRepair, which is unsurprising considering how
those test sets are constructed. However, adding
source knowledge does improve results on both ellipsis test sets, for VP ellipsis even without adding
the ParData data. The improvement is generally
greater for VP ellipsis than for noun inflection.

6 Human evaluation
To gain a better picture of the merits of the different systems, we conducted a manual evaluation.
We randomly selected 720 sentences from the general test set and 100 sentences from the discourse
test set and had them evaluated separately for adequacy and fluency by two native speakers of Russian. To avoid priming between the fluency and
adequacy conditions, the test set was split between
the annotators, and no sentence was annotated for
adequacy and fluency by the same annotator. To
determine the inter-annotator agreement, there are
100 overlapping sentences for two annotators. Table 5 shows inter-annotator agreement results while
Table 4 shows the intra-annotator agreement. According to Landis and Koch (1977), all groups of
human evaluation results are fair (κ > 0.2).
The sentences were presented to the annotators
in random order along with 3 sentences of preceding context. The sentence to be evaluated was
highlighted, and the Russian translations of the
three systems (Baseline, DocRepair (+ParData)
and Transference (+ParData)) were displayed next
to each other, ordered randomly. In the adequacy
condition only, the English source text was also
shown. The annotators received instructions according to Table 2 and were told to assign the same
rank if two translations were of equal quality. Once
the annotation was complete, the rankings were
converted into pairwise comparisons. Duplicate
assessments from the inter- and intra-annotator sets
were counted once if their annotations agreed, and
discarded if they disagreed.
Table 3 shows the outcome of pairwise comparisons between the systems, including the number of
times the output of one system was preferred over
that of the other by the annotator. The results were
tested for significance with a sign test. We find the
same pattern of results for both test sets. In the Fluency evaluation, both monolingual DocRepair and
bilingual Transference significantly improve over
the Baseline. The comparison between DocRepair
and Transference is not significant in this condi-
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Adequacy: Please rank the three translations according to
how adequately the translation of the last sentence reflects the
meaning of the source, given the context.
Fluency: Please rank the three translations according to how
fluent the last sentence is, in terms of grammaticality, naturalness and consistency, taking into account the context of the
previous sentences.

Table 2: Instructions to human annotators
System A

Preference
A B Ties

System B

Fluency
General corpus:
Baseline
DocRepair
30 < 62
Baseline
Transference 51 < 89
DocRepair Transference 70 78
Discourse corpus:
Baseline
DocRepair
12 < 28
Baseline
Transference 15 < 34
DocRepair Transference 23 25
Adequacy
General corpus:
Baseline
DocRepair
24 31
Baseline
Transference 34 < 67
DocRepair Transference 39 < 66
Discourse corpus:
Baseline
DocRepair
16 20
Baseline
Transference 9 < 46
DocRepair Transference 11 < 43

612 (p < 0.005)
547 (p < 0.005)
542 (n. s.)
138 (p < 0.05)
120 (p < 0.01)
121 (n. s.)

655 (n. s.)
592 (p < 0.005)
592 (p < 0.05)
140 (n. s.)
117 (p < 0.001)
117 (p < 0.001)

n. s. = not significant
Significance threshold: p < 0.05

Table 3: Human evaluation results. Winning systems in pairwise comparisons marked in bold.
tion. In the Adequacy evaluation, the comparison
between DocRepair and the Baseline is not significant, but Transference significantly outperforms
both DocRepair and the Baseline, demonstrating
that knowledge of the source is essential for APE
to improve the accuracy of the translations.
One of the evaluators provided qualitative comments on 32 pairs of DocRepair and Transference
outputs sampled from those sentences for which
the two systems were ranked differently in the human evaluation. The comments show that both
Per annotator:
Annotator 1
Annotator 2

91.1%
83.9%

Per dataset:
Fluency
Fluency
Adequacy
Adequacy

90.0%
86.7%
90.0%
78.3%

General
Discourse
General
Discourse

Table 4: Intra-annotator agreement of human evaluation

Fluency
Fluency
Adequacy
Adequacy

General
Discourse
General
Discourse

κ

Pct.

0.234
0.352
0.301
0.471

5
55
27
93

Table 5: Inter-annotator agreement in terms of Cohen’s κ (Cohen, 1960). The last column shows
the percentile of our κ value in the context of a
series of similar evaluations carried out at WMT
2012–2016 (Bojar et al., 2016, Table 4).
systems tend to produce imperfect output for the
same sentences, but the winning system often manages to fix errors partially. Both systems make a
wide range of errors in terms of morphology and
lexical choice, but the source information permits
Transference to correct certain recurring problems
more reliably, such as agreement errors, mistranslations of proper names (e.g., Lena as Sarah), or the
incorrect use or omission of subjunctive mood in
conditional sentences.

7 Related Work
Our work draws on two strands of research: automatic post-editing and context-aware MT.
Automatic post-editing has a long history in
MT (Knight and Chander, 1994), with regular
shared tasks (Bojar et al., 2015, 2016, 2017). Neural multi-source APE systems as first proposed
by Pal et al. (2016) and Junczys-Dowmunt and
Grundkiewicz (2016), some of them including
source language information (Junczys-Dowmunt
and Grundkiewicz, 2017; Chatterjee et al., 2017; Libovický and Helcl, 2017), have come to dominate
APE. We take inspiration from the top-performing
systems at the WMT19 shared task for architectures and training/decoding tricks (Chatterjee et al.,
2019), and make heavy use of synthetic training
data (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Junczys-Dowmunt and
Grundkiewicz, 2016; Freitag et al., 2019).
Neural context-aware MT can be achieved by
integrating context into the main translation model
(Jean et al., 2017; Tiedemann and Scherrer, 2017;
Bawden et al., 2018, inter alia). Two-stage models
with a sentence-level first pass and document-level
second pass have been explored for scenarios with
asymmetric training data. Voita et al. (2019b) introduces a two-pass model where, unlike in APE, the
second-pass is tightly integrated with the first-pass
model, reusing its hidden representations. Apart
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from Voita et al. (2019a), the model closest to
ours is by Junczys-Dowmunt (2019), who explored
document-level APE, but only manually evaluated
its efficacy as part of a large model ensemble.

8 Conclusion
Our human evaluation shows that monolingual
APE oriented towards consistency beyond the sentence level improves fluency, but not adequacy,
while multi-source APE with source context improves both adequacy and fluency. This shortcoming of monolingual APE in terms of adequacy was
not easily visible with a consistency-focused automatic evaluation, highlighting the need for human
evaluation to avoid such blind spots and reinforcing
earlier findings about the inadequacy of automatic
evaluation methods for discourse-level MT (Guillou and Hardmeier, 2018).
Clearly, a two-stage process with sentence-level
translation and multi-sentence APE is a viable
approach in asymmetric data settings with little
document-level parallel data. However, we still
required some actual document-level parallel data,
and were unable to match the success of monolingual repair when using only synthetic data. Exploring the data requirements of document-level
APE, and devising ways to reduce them, are worth
further study.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Hyperparameter Search and Validation
Performance

The following hyperparameters were manually
tuned:
• The percentage of ParData mixed with the
synthetic training data. of Transference.
• The conservativeness penalty.
• The decision whether to add the conservativeness penalty to the probability estimates or to
the logits of the model.
The tuning bounds are shown in Table 7 in curly
braces for each tuned hyperparameter. After 18
hyperparameter search trials, the best-performing
models were selected considering both BLEU score
on the general validation set and the accuracy on
the contrastive validation sets. The validation results are shown in Table 6, and the hyperparameter
configurations in Table 7.
Model
DocRepair
DocRepair (+ParData)
Transference
Transference (+ParData)

Deixis Lex.c. CE.loss BLEU
89.0
88.8
86.0
85.4

68.0
68.8
62.2
64.8

58.2
56.3
61.0
50.7

32.01
31.63
30.37
31.99

Table 6: Validation performance of tested systems
(CE represents Cross Entropy).
A.2

Training Time and Model Size

The two sentence-level baselines and the DocRepair model have approximately 72 million parameters each. The baseline systems are trained for
around 72 hours each on a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
GPU. DocRepair and DocRepair (+ParData) are
trained for approximately 216 hours on four TITAN X (Pascal) GPUs and 192 hours on a GeForce
RTX 2080 Ti GPU, respectively.
The Transference model has around 119 million
parameters. Transference and Transference (+ParData) were trained for around 192 and 288 hours,
respectively, on three GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs.
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DocRepair
Common hyperparameters
Embedding layer size
Hidden state size
Tied encoder/decoder embeddings
Tie decoder embeddings
Loss function
Label smoothing
Optimizer
Learning schedule
Warmup steps
Gradient clipping threshold
Maximum sequence length
Token batch size
Length normalization alpha
Encoder depth
Decoder depth
Feed forward num hidden
Number of attention heads
Embedding dropout
Residual dropout
ReLU dropout
Attention weights dropout
Beam size
Percentage of ParData in training

Transference

Tuning bounds

512
512
yes

no
yes
per-token cross-entropy
0.1
Adam
Transformer
8000
1.0
500
15000
0.6
6
6
2048
8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
4
0.3

Transference-specific hyperparameters
Tied second encoder/decoder embeddings
Second encoder depth
Conservativeness penalty

yes
6
(0.2, probability)

{0.2, 0.3, 0.4}

{0.1, 0.2, 0.3} ×
{probability, logit}

Table 7: Hyperparameter configurations for best-performing DocRepair and Transference models, and
hyperparameter tuning bounds.
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In simultaneous speech translation, one can
vary the size of the output window, system
latency and sometimes the allowed level of
rewriting. The effect of these properties on
readability and comprehensibility has not been
tested with modern neural translation systems.
In this work, we propose an evaluation method
and investigate the effects on comprehension
and user preferences. It is a pilot study with 14
users on 2 hours of German documentaries or
speeches with online translations into Czech.
We collect continuous feedback and answers
on factual questions. Our results show that
the subtitling layout or flicker have a little effect on comprehension, in contrast to machine
translation itself and individual competence.
Other results show that users with a limited
knowledge of the source language have different preferences to stability and latency than the
users with zero knowledge. The results are statistically insignificant, however, we show that
our method works and can be reproduced in
larger volume.
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more input arrives (Müller et al., 2016b; Niehues
et al., 2016; Dessloch et al., 2018; Niehues et al.,
2018; Arivazhagan et al., 2020). Finally, subtitle presentation options (size of subtitling window,
layout, allowed reading time, font size, etc.) also
affect users’ impression. The re-translating speechto-text translation systems can offer lower latency
by producing partial text hypotheses, which are
however often withdrawn and replaced by new,
more accurate versions. The combination of the retranslating approach and limited space for subtitles
is challenging because of “flicker” by which we
mean all the re-translations of the text that a user
is reading at the moment, has already read, or that
has been scrolled away. In this case, the subtitling
options impact the reading comfort and delay and
may affect the general usability.
The evaluation of the traditional, text-to-text machine translation (MT) has been researched for
many years (see e.g. Han, 2018 or developments
and discussion within the series of WMT, Barrault
et al., 2020). It targets only the translation quality.
Simultaneous speech translation evaluation faces
new challenges: simultaneity, latency, and readability to humans. Evaluating only selected aspects
in isolation is reasonable (as quality in Elbayad
et al., 2020), however, a complete evaluation must
be end-to-end, from sound acquisition to subtitling
and testing whether the users received the information.
We propose a method for human evaluation of
simultaneous translation on simulated live events.
We focus on the evaluation of subtitling layouts and
measuring comprehension effectively. We demonstrate our method on 14 users and 15 video or audio
documents (115 minutes in total) in German with
one online translation system into Czech. We collect the users’ feedback on the quality of subtitles
during watching, and ask them to answer questions
on information from the video to measure their

1

Introduction

Simultaneous speech translation is a technology
that assists users to understand and follow a speech
in a foreign language in real-time. The users may
need such an assistance because of limited knowledge of the source language, the speaker’s nonnative accent, or the topic and vocabulary. The
technology can be used for the target languages,
for which human interpretation is unavailable, e.g.
due to capacity reasons.
The candidate systems for simultaneous speech
translation differ in quality of translation, latency
and the approach to stability. Some are streaming,
only adding more words (Grissom II et al., 2014;
Gu et al., 2017; Arivazhagan et al., 2019; Press and
Smith, 2018; Xiong et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019;
Zheng et al., 2019), some allow re-translation as

1
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3 Evaluation Campaign

comprehension.
We have no prior estimate on the statistical significance of results with the limited number of participants and documents. In this pilot study, we test
the significance and give the estimate for further,
more extensive studies.
Our results showed that our speech translation
system preserves on average 80% of information
from the source, when used in offline mode, i.e.
when the user has unlimited time to browse the
translation. An average single person is able to find
around 33% of information in online mode. Next,
we found an optimal subtitling layout, and found
that its difference from a suboptimal, but reasonable layout is small and insignificant. Finally, we
tested if the evaluation can be simplified by using
judges with a knowledge of the source language
without comprehension questionnaires.

150
151

In our evaluation, we simulate live events at which
participants need assistance with understanding the
spoken language. We prepared a web application
presenting video or audio documents equipped with
live subtitles. The judges see each document for
their first time, only once, with source sound and
without interruptions, to simulate the live setting.
While watching, they press buttons to indicate their
current satisfaction with the subtitles. Afterwards,
they fill a questionnaire with comprehension and
summary questions. We distribute different versions of subtitling setups among the judges for
contrastive analysis.
The source and target languages in our study
are German and Czech, respectively. This is an
interesting example of two neighbouring countries,
distinct language families and yet a relatively well
studied pair with sufficient direct training data.

2 Related Work

152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

3.1

Hamon et al. (2009) propose user evaluation of
speech-to-speech simultaneous translation. To test
the adequacy and intelligibility, they prepared questionnaires with factual questions from the source
speech. The judges listened either to the interpreter,
or the machine, and answered the questions. They
evaluated the offline mode, the judges were allowed
to stop and replay the audio while answering. This
way the authors measured the comprehension loss
caused by the automatic translation or interpretation. Each sample was processed by multiple
judges, to eliminate human errors. Fluency was
assessed by the judges on a scale.
Macháček and Bojar (2020) propose a technique
for collecting continuous user rating while the user
watches video and simultaneous subtitles. The user
is asked to express the satisfaction with the subtitles
at any moment by pressing one of four buttons as
the rating changes.
Müller et al. (2016a) analyzed the feedback
from foreign students using KIT Lecture Translator
within two semesters. Such a long-term and informal evaluation differs considerably from judging
in controlled conditions. On one hand, it summarizes the real-life situation with all the variables
and corner cases that a lab test could only approximate or omit. On the other hand, the users may
not be motivated to give the feedback, and can give
only personal opinions that may be biased. This
way it is also difficult to compare multiple system
candidates.

Translation System

We use the ASR system originally prepared for
German lectures (Cho et al., 2013). It is a hybrid
HMM-DNN model emitting partial hypotheses in
real time, and correcting them as more context is
available. The same system was used also by KIT
Lecture Translator (Müller et al., 2016b).
The system is connected in a cascade with a tool
for removing disfluencies and inserting punctuations (Cho et al., 2012), and with a German–Czech
NMT system.
The machine translation is trained on 8M sentence pairs from Europarl and Open Subtitles
(Koehn, 2005; Lison and Tiedemann, 2016), the
only public parallel corpora of German and Czech,
and validated on newstest. The Transformer-based
(Vaswani et al., 2017) system runs in Marian
(Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) and reaches 18.8
cased BLEU on WMT newstest-2019.
Despite the translations are pre-recorded and
only played back in our simulated setup, we ensured we keep the original timing as emitted by the
online speech translation system.

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192

3.2

Selection of Documents

We selected German videos or audio resources that
fulfilled following conditions: 1) Length 5 to 10
minutes (with few exceptions). 2) The translations had to be of a sufficient quality. Based on
a manual check, we discarded several candidate
documents: a math lecture and broadcast news due

2
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200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209

domain
EP
DG
Mock Int
Maus
DW
Dinge
All

type
TP
TP
A
V
A
V

docs.
3
3
3
2
2
2
15

duration
18:08
17:34
27:52
14:43
18:48
16:09
114:52

description
From European Parliament
From DG SCIC repository for interpretation training
From a mock interpreted conference at interpretation school
Educative videos for children
Audio for intermediate learners of German
Educative video for teenagers and grown-ups

Table 1: Summary of domains of selected documents. “Type” distinguishes audio only (A), talking person only
(TP) and video (V) with illustrative or informative content. Duration is reported in minutes and seconds.

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

level
0
A1
A2
B1
B2
All

to many mistranslated technical terms and named
entities. Another group of documents was mistranslated and discarded because they were not
long-form speeches, but isolated utterances with
long pauses. 3) Informative content. We intend to
measure adequacy and comprehension by asking
the judges complementary questions. We thus excluded the documents where the speaker is not giving information by speech, but uses mostly paralinguistic means, e.g. singing, poetry, or non-verbal
communication. 4) Non-technicality. We expect
the judges answer in several plain words in their
mother tongue. They may lack knowledge of any
specialized vocabulary.
We selected audios, videos with informative or
illustrative content, and videos of talking persons,
to compare user feedback for these types of documents.
Table 1 summarizes the selected documents.

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

253
254
255
256

258
259

group
non-German speaking

total
10

261
262
263
264

German speaking

4
14

265
266
267
268
269
270
271

it. Furthermore, they had to fill, from which source
they knew the answer: from the subtitles, from the
speech, from an image on the video, or from their
previous knowledge.
After the factual questions, all the questionnaires
had a common part where we asked the judges on
their general impression of translation fluency, adequacy, stability and latency, overall quality, video
watching comfort, and a summary comment. Each
judge spent in total 2 hours on watching and 3
hours on the questionnaires.
Finally, we evaluated the factual questions manually against the key, rating them at three levels:
correct, incorrect, and partially correct.

3.3 Questionnaires

232
233

count
5
5
1
2
1

Table 2: The judges by their German proficiency levels
on CEFR scale and their distribution to groups.

230
231

252

260

211

213

251

257

210

212

250

We decided to use direct factual questions in our
study, instead of yes/no questions to exclude guessing. We asked a Czech teacher of German to prepare the questions and an answer key from the
original German documents, regardless of the machine translation. The teacher wrote the questions
in Czech, and was instructed to prepare one question from every 30 seconds of the stream and distribute them evenly, if possible. The questions had
to be answerable only after listening to the document, and not from the general knowledge. The
complexity of the questions was targeted on the
level that an ordinary high-school student could answer after listening to the source document once, if
the student would not have any obstacles in understanding German. To reduce the effect of limited
memory, the judges had an option in the questionnaire to indicate they knew the answer but forgot

272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286

3.4

Judges

We selected 14 native Czech judges. Their selfreported knowledge of German had to be between
zero and B2 on the CEFR1 scale, to ensure they
need some level of assistance with understanding
German. We also ensured they do not have knowledge of any other language which could help them
understanding German. The summary of their proficiency in German is in Table 2. For further analyses
in our study, we divided them into two groups. For
brevity further in the paper, we denote the 10 judges
1

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
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Type
Offline+voting
Offline
Online, without flicker
Online, flicker, top layout
Online, flicker, least preferred

300
301
302
303

w. avg±std
0.81±0.11
0.59±0.16
0.36±0.16
0.33±0.13
0.31±0.16

t-test

350

∗∗∗

351

∗∗∗

352

Table 3: Comprehension scores on all documents and
judges. The average weighted by number of questions
in document. ∗∗∗ denote the statistically significant difference (p-value< 0.01) between the current and previous line.

305
306
307
308

4

311

314
315
316
317
318
319

4.1

Figure 1: A detail of the default layout with the
video document “Dinge Erklärt: Impfen...” (https:
//youtu.be/4E0dwFS72gk). The video is at the top,
below are two lines of subtitles in Czech, followed by
buttons for the continuous quality rating. The button
labels are “1 = worse”, “2 = average”, “3 = OK”, “0 = I
do not understand at all”. The order 1, 2, 3, 0 matches
the keyboard layout; users were encouraged to use keyboard shortcuts.

321

323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349

with zero or A1 level (beginners) as “non-German
speaking”, and the others as “German speaking”.
Because we have a small amount of German speaking ones, we do not classify them in more detail.
The judges were paid for participation in the
study. They watched the videos at their homes on
their own devices. They were asked to customize
their screen resolution and eye-screen distance to
suit their comfort.
3.5

Results
Comprehension

In our study, we assume that comprehension can
be assessed as a proportion of correctly answered
questions. We assume the following model: A
person without any language barrier and with nonrestricted access to the document during answering
the questionnaire can answer all questions correctly.
With a language barrier and offline machine translation (unlimited perusal of the document while
answering), some information may be lost in machine translation. More information is lost with
one-shot access to online machine translation because of forgetting and temporal inattention. Some
more information may be lost because of flicker,
and some more because of suboptimal subtitling
layout.
Our results confirmed the assumed hierarchy of
comprehension levels. Moreover, we noticed that
even the judges with offline MT gave inconsistent
answers. When we combined them and counted as
correct if at least one was correct, they achieved
higher scores. We explain it by insufficient attention.
Table 3 summarizes the results on all documents.
We measured that on average, 81% of information was preserved by machine translation (Offline+voting, i.e. one of two judges answered correctly). A single judge could find 59% of information (Offline). In an oracle experiment without
flicker, when the machine translation gives the final
hypotheses with the timing of the partial ones (i.e.
as if it knew the best translation of the upcoming
sentence), a single judge could answer 36%. In real
setup with flicker and the most preferred subtitling
layout (Online, flicker, top layout), 33% information was found, and 31% with less preferred. The
standard deviation is between 11 and 16%.
We found statistically significant difference (twosided t-test) between offline MT with voting and

320

322

356
357
358

360

310

313

355

359

309

312

353
354

304

Subtitler: Subtitle Presentation

The Subtitler is our implementation of the algorithm by Macháček and Bojar (2020) extended with
automatic adaptive reading speed in addition to the
“flicker” parameter as defined in the paper. The
speed varies between 10 and 25 characters per second depending on the current size of the incoming
buffer. The default font size is 4.8 mm. The default
subtitling window is 2 lines high and 163 mm wide.
By default, we use the maximum flicker and the
lowest delay (presenting all translation hypotheses,
not filtering out the partial and possibly unstable
ones), no colour highlighting, and smooth slideup animation while scrolling. The example of the
setup can be seen in Figure 1.
With the default subtitling window, 90% of the
words in the test documents are finalized in subtitles at most 3 seconds after translation. In 99%, it
is at most 7 seconds.

4
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400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409

flicker
no flicker
t-test

German≥A2
#
avg±std
3 0.59±0.15
4 0.40±0.06
p < 0.10522

German<A2
# avg±std
10 0.30±0.15
10 0.34±0.07
insignificant

t-test
p < 0.05
insig.

Final rating

Table 4: Comprehension scores on two documents on a
setup with and without flicker, as rated by judges whose
German competence is between A2 and B2 on CEFR
scale (elementary to upper intermediate), or below A2
(zero or beginner). Number of samples is denoted as
“#”, higher scores bolded.

Comprehension
Avg. cont.
rating
Watching
comfort

410
411
412
413

without it, and between offline MT and online. The
difference caused by flicker or layout was insignificant.

416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449

Side
3 2.00 ±0.82
4 2.25 ±0.83
1 1.00 ±0.00
8 2.00 ±0.87
3 0.27 ±0.13
4 0.22 ±0.12
1 0.18 ±0.00
8 0.23 ±0.12
3 1.18 ±0.76
4 1.20 ±0.79
1 0.23 ±0.00
8 1.07 ±0.79
4 2.75 ±0.83
1 2.00 ±0.00
5 2.60 ±0.80

Below
6 2.00 ±0.82
3 2.67 ±0.94
1 1.00 ±0.00
10 2.10 ±0.94
6 0.21 ±0.13
3 0.28 ±0.26
1 0.33 ±0.00
10 0.24 ±0.18
6 0.76 ±0.54
3 1.76 ±0.47
1 0.77 ±0.00
10 1.06 ±0.67
3 3.00 ±0.82
1 3.00 ±0.00
4 3.00 ±0.71

Table 5: Results of the contrastive experiments of the
non-German speaking judges for side vs below layout.
The three numbers in each row and cell are the number
of experiments, average and standard deviation. The
higher score, the better. Comprehension rate is between
0 and 1, average continuous rating is between 0 and 3,
the others on a discrete scale 1 to 5. Higher score in
each row bolded.

414
415

audio
talking
video
sum, avg
audio
talking
video
sum, avg
audio
talking
video
sum, avg
talking
video
sum, avg

4.2 Preferences by Language Skills
We assume that the user behaviour differs by knowledge of the source language. The users with zero
knowledge read all subtitles all the time and do not
pay attention to the speech. They do not mind large
latency, but demand high quality translation, and
comfortable reading without flicker. On the other
hand, the users with a limited, but nonzero knowledge of the source language listen to the speech, try
to understand on their own, and look at the subtitles
only occasionally, when they are temporarily uncertain or need assistance with an unfamiliar word.
They need low latency, and do not mind slightly
lower quality.
To empirically test our hypothesis, we prepared
two setups: With flicker, the subtitles are presented
immediately as available, but with frequent rewriting, which discomforts the reader. For comparison
without flicker, we present only the final translations without rewriting, but with a large latency. We
selected two videos and distributed these setups uniformly between German speaking and non-German
speaking judges.
The results of comprehension are in Table 4. It
shows that German-speaking users achieve higher
comprehension with flicker than without. We consider the difference as close to statistically significant (p-value < 0.10522), although we had only 4
and 10 German and non-German speaking judges,
respectively. The non-German speakers understood
better without flicker (34% vs 30%), but this difference is statistically insignificant. The other types
of feedback (weighted average of continuous rating
and the overall rating at the end of questionnaire)
confirm the trend of comprehension, but have larger
variance and the differences are insignificant.

450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469

4.3

Subtitling Layout

470
471

We analyzed effects of distinct subtitling features
by contrastive experiments differing only at one
feature. We distributed them randomly among the
judges, regardless of their German skills. We can
draw conclusions only on non-German speaking
judges due to insufficient number of observations
for the German-speaking group.
In all cases, the results show a slight insignificant
preference towards one variant of the feature in all
three types of feedback (comprehension, weighted
average of continuous rating, and overall rating at
the end of video).

472

4.3.1

484

Side vs Below

For videos and videos with a talking person, we
consider two locations for the subtitle window: on
the left side of the video, or below. The side window can be high but narrow (17 lines of 60 mm
width, to match the height of the video), while the
window underneath is short and wide (2 lines of
163 mm width). The first is more comfortable for
reading, the latter for watching video.
The results are in Table 5. “Final rating” and
“Watching comfort” summarize the responses in
the final section of the questionnaire, where judges
answered on a discrete scale 1 (worst) to 5 (best).
“Comprehension” and “Average continuous rating”
are, as above, results from correctness of answers
and from the feedback button clicks, resp. The

5
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500
501

Final rating

502
503
504
505
506
507
508

Comprehension
Avg. cont.
rating
Watching
comfort

talking
video
sum, avg
talking
video
sum, avg
talking
video
sum, avg
talking
video
sum, avg

Below
9 2.33 ±1.05
5 1.40 ±0.80
14 2.00 ±1.07
9 0.29 ±0.25
5 0.26 ±0.14
14 0.28 ±0.21
9 1.65 ±0.52
5 1.11 ±0.50
14 1.47 ±0.57
9 3.43 ±0.73
5 2.20 ±1.60
14 2.92 ±1.32

Overlay
9 2.78 ±1.13
8 2.38 ±0.86
17 2.59 ±1.03
9 0.39 ±0.20
8 0.37 ±0.11
17 0.38 ±0.17
9 1.65 ±0.99
8 1.15 ±0.77
17 1.42 ±0.93
9 4.11 ±0.74
8 3.00 ±1.00
17 3.59 ±1.03

509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520

Table 6: Results of the experiments on “overlay” vs
“below” layout, for non-German speaking judges. Description of numbers and ratings as in Table 5.
Size [lines,mm width]
Highlighting
Final rating
Comprehension
Avg. cont. rating

18×250 (“Large”)
No
Yes
14 2.93 ±0.80 13 3.31 ±1.14
14 0.25 ±0.15 13 0.30 ±0.12
14 1.32 ±0.82 13 1.42 ±0.74

Size [lines,mm width]
Highlighting
Final rating
Comprehension
Avg. cont. rating

5×200 (“Medium”)
No
Yes
2 2.50 ±0.50
1 4.00 ±0.00
2 0.44 ±0.18
1 0.39 ±0.00
2 2.19 ±0.50
1 2.12 ±0.00

523

526
527

530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537

results show statistically insignificant difference in
all measures. There is a slight overall preference for
the layout “below”, except audio-only documents.

538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549

Overlay vs Below

The subtitling window can be placed over the video,
as in films, or below. In the first case, the subtitles
possibly hide an informative image content, in the
latter case, there is a larger distance between the image and the subtitles. The results on non-German
speaking judges are insignificantly in favor of overlay, see Table 6.
4.3.3

Size [lines,mm width]
Final rating
audio
Comprehension audio
Avg. cont. rat. audio

18×250
11 2.91 ±0.79
11 0.23 ±0.14
11 1.50 ±0.79

5×200
8 2.75 ±0.97
8 0.31 ±0.15
8 1.66 ±0.95

562

551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561

563
564

566
567

569

Table 7: Results of highlighting experiments on audio
documents. Description of numbers as in Table 5.

4.3.2

550

568

528
529

5×200
8 2.75 ±0.97
5 2.80 ±1.60
3 2.33 ±0.47
16 2.69 ±1.16
8 0.31 ±0.15
5 0.40 ±0.21
3 0.28 ±0.05
16 0.33 ±0.16
8 1.66 ±0.95
5 1.09 ±0.78
3 1.35 ±0.31
16 1.42 ±0.85
5 2.80 ±0.98
3 2.33 ±1.25
8 2.62 ±1.11

Table 8: Results of the experiments with subtitling window. Descriptions as in Table 5.

524
525

2×163
10 1.80 ±0.87
9 2.33 ±1.05
5 1.40 ±0.80
24 1.92 ±1.00
10 0.25 ±0.15
9 0.29 ±0.25
5 0.26 ±0.14
24 0.26 ±0.19
10 0.90 ±0.71
9 1.65 ±0.52
5 1.11 ±0.50
22 1.21 ±0.70
7 3.43 ±0.73
5 2.20 ±1.60
12 2.92 ±1.32

565

521
522

Size [lines,mm width]
audio
talking
Final rating
video
sum, avg
audio
talking
Comprevideo
hension
sum, avg
audio
talking
Avg. cont.
video
rating
sum, avg
talking
Watching
video
comfort
sum, avg

It is a user interface question if the status of the
segments should be indicated by highlighting, or
if this piece of information would be rather disturbing. We experimented only with colouring text
background in large and medium subtitling window
for audio-only documents.
Our experiments show that the judges prefer
highlighting flicker status in the large window. For
the medium window, this inclination is less clear,
see Table 7.

570

4.3.4

580

Size of Subtitling Window

The subtitling window can be of any size. If the
window is short and narrow, there is a short gap
between an image and subtitles, which simplifies
focus switching. On the other hand, a small window contains short history, so the user can miss
translation content if it disappears while paying
attention to the video. A small window may also
cause a long subtitling delay if the translation was
updated in scrolled away part of text, so that Subtitler has to return and repeat it (a very disturbing
“reset”). With a large window, there is a larger distance between the end of subtitles and the image.
The content stays longer, but it is more complicated
to find a place where the user stopped reading before the last focus switch.
Depending on spatial constraints, it is always
recommended to use as large window as possible,
especially for documents without visual information, where focus switching between an image and

Highlighting Flicker Status

The underlying rewriting speech translation system distinguishes three levels of status for segments (automatically identified sentences): “Finalized” segments means no further changes are possible. “Completed” segments are sentences which
received a punctuation mark. They can be changed
by a new update and the prediction of the punctuation may also change or disappear. They usually flicker once in several seconds. “Expected”
segments are incomplete sentences, to which new
translated words are still appended. They flicker
several times per second.

6
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600

Non-German speaking judges

601

603
604
605
606
607

Answer
wrong
unknown
forgot
OK-/OK

250
200
150

Count

602

answers
wrong
unknown
forgot
OK/OK-

2

Table 9: The results of χ -test for statistical significance of the independence of the distribution of continuous ratings and answer correctness.

100

608
609

50

610

0

611

1
2
Continuous rating

3

comprehension question, we know the time when
the necessary piece of information is uttered in
the source speech document. Based on this timing information, we can relate comprehension and
the reported continuous feedback. In Figure 2, we
plot the number of Continuous rating button clicks
divided according to whether the information at
that time was understood acceptably (“OK/OK-”),
spotted but forgotten (“forgot”), missed by the user
(“unknown”), or misunderstood (“wrong”). This
data aggregates observations for all documents and
all setups excluding the offline MT and the oracle
online MT without flicker.
We use the χ2 -test to measure whether the distribution of answer results and continuous rating are
independent or not. The results are in Table 9. For
the non-German speaking judges, the distributions
are independent, while for the German speaking
there is a statistically significant dependence between unknown answers and ratings, and correct
answers and ratings. It means that if we know the
ratings of the German speaking judges, we can predict their comprehension with a higher precision
than without it. This observation could be used
as the basis for a less time-consuming evaluation,
e.g. when several translation systems need to be
compared. Judges with elementary to upper intermediate knowledge of the source language could
only watch the subtitles and provide continuous
feedback, instead of the comprehension questions.
The questions are laborious to both prepare and
answer.
Forgetting and wrong answers are found to be
independent on the continuous feedback. It is possible that the wrong answers are caused by inadequacies in the machine translation that non-German
speakers can not observe, which are distributed
uniformly regardless the flicker, latency or fluency.
From the χ2 test results, we conclude that for
the non-German speaking judges, their comprehen-

German speaking judges

80

615

70

618
619

60
50
40

620

30

621

20

622

10

623

0

624

Answer
wrong
unknown
forgot
OK-/OK

Count

617

0

1
2
Continuous rating

3

625
626
627
628

Figure 2: The distribution of the continuous rating and
results of answers for non-German (upper) and German
speaking (lower) judges.

629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643

subtitles is not expected. We tested two pairs of
sizes on the same documents. The results are in
Table 8. As we expected, the window with 5 lines
was rated insignificantly better than with 2 lines,
but the 2-line was more comfortable for watching.
The judges rated it with average 2.92 in final section of the questionnaire, while the 5-line average
was 2.62.
For an audio-only document, we also tested the
large (18 lines) vs. medium (5 lines) window, observing users’ reported preference for the large one
but slightly higher comprehension and continuous
feedback for the medium one, see the lower part of
Table 8.

644
645
646
647
648
649

651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658

660

0

613
614

650

659

612

616

χ2 -test p-values
Non-G. sp. j.
Germ. sp. judges
0.53 insig. 0.81 insig.
0.28 insig. 0.09 sign. p < 0.1
0.69 insig. 0.61 insig.
0.12 insig. 0.03 sign. p < 0.05

4.4 Relating Comprehension and Continuous
Rating
We collected continuous rating of the overall quality of subtitles at given times, with four levels,
where 0 means the worst and 3 the best. For every

7
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700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715

sion is probably independent of their continuous
rating, because they have no competence for rating
the adequacy. Their ratings are based only on fluency, readability and flicker. The German-speaking
judges probably included the adequacy factor into
the rating, which the non-German speakers could
not do. This fact could be used in the future works.
The judges could be used for comparison of multiple translation candidates. The judges who speak
the source language could assess the adequacy only
by the continuous rating without the need for questionnaires, which are laborious to prepare, answer
and evaluate. The non-German speaking judges
could skip the continuous rating and only fill out
the questionnaire for adequacy.

questionnaires. We observed that with the judges
knowing the source language, it could be possible
to omit the questionnaires because they seem to be
able to assess adequacy in continuous rating.
The most preferred subtitling parameters are two
lines of subtitles placed over the video, if the video
has informative content. In case of video with a
talking person or audio document, the most preferable is a large subtitling window with colour indication of whether the segment is final or still can
change.
The users with a knowledge of the source language prefer low latency for sake of stability, while
the users without language knowledge have no preference.
We did not find a statistically significant evidence on the impact of the differences in subtitling
parameters to comprehension. We hypothesize that
if the parameters are reasonable and do not cause
a large delay, then the effect is close to zero. The
largest effect on comprehension can be attributed to
the individual competence and machine translation.
We successfully tested the method on limited
number of participants and documents, and got statistically insignificant results. We conclude that our
work may be used for an estimate of significance
for further, more extensive studies.

5 Scalability

716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
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733
734
735
736
737
738

The evaluation method described in this paper requires manual work to select the documents, prepare, fill and evaluate the questionnaires. The
amount of work is feasible in small number of documents and judges, but the results are insignificant.
Re-scaling to large volumes may be costly. Therefore, in this section we propose ways to reduce the
manual work in future evaluations.
It is advisable to target only on the documents,
on which the speech translation achieves sufficient quality, because the users’ impression will
be equally bad with low-quality translations. The
quality can be estimated by automatic MT metrics (e.g. BLEU, METEOR, etc.), if the reference
translations are available.
We hypothesize that the questionnaires can be
avoided, if future works confirm correlation of continuous rating of bilingual judges with adequacy.
To measure the correlation and limits of significancy, experiments with large amounts of manual
work are necessary, similarly as when finding the
evidence for correlation of BLEU to human judgements (Reiter, 2018).
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Abstract

2. Related Work
The plenary sessions of European Parliament (EP) are a useful
source of parallel data, known well from the multi-parallel textto-text corpus Europarl [3]. The recent speech-to-text corpus
Europarl-ST [4] is a collection of short audio-translation segments for bilingual or multi-target speech-to-text translation. It
contains only the audio of original speakers, not the interpreters.
The corpora EPTIC [2], EPIC [5] and EPIC-Ghent [6] are
small collections of transcribed interpretings from European
Parliament created for analyses of interpreting. They contain
only selected languages, not including English, German and
Czech. They do not contain timestamps and audios of interpreting, and their accessibility is restricted. The other corpora
of simultaneous interpreting [7, 8] focus on other languages.
Additionally, text simplification in the context of machine
translation remains an open problem. The existing methods focus on augmenting the translation model with length tokens
or positional encoding to control the length of the output text
[9, 10]. For an overview, we refer the reader to Lakew [11].

Interpreters facilitate multi-lingual meetings but the affordable
set of languages is often smaller than what is needed. Automatic
simultaneous speech translation can extend the set of provided
languages. We investigate if such an automatic system should
rather follow the original speaker, or an interpreter to achieve
better translation quality at the cost of increased delay.
To answer the question, we release Europarl Simultaneous
Interpreting Corpus (ESIC), 10 hours of recordings and transcripts of European Parliament speeches in English, with simultaneous interpreting into Czech and German. We evaluate quality and latency of speaker-based and interpreter-based
spoken translation systems from English to Czech. We study
the differences in implicit simplification and summarization of
the human interpreter compared to a machine translation system trained to shorten the output to some extent. Finally, we
perform human evaluation to measure information loss of each
of these approaches.

3. ESIC: Corpus Composition

Index Terms: speech translation, machine translation, simultaneous interpreting corpus, interpreting

Since 2008, the EP is publishing the audios of simultaneous interpreting into all 22 EU official languages in that time. Until
2011, it was publishing the revised transcripts and translations
into all EU languages. The period of 2008 to 2011 is a valuable
resource containing parallel revised translations and simultaneous interpreting, which we decided to study.
We focus on English, the most common European lingua
franca, as the source, and on simultaneous interpreting into German and Czech. German is a language with second most speakers in EU, and it often serves as interpreting target at many international events. Czech is an example target language into
which it might be translated automatically.
We downloaded the data and aligned the revised transcripts
and audio by metadata. We processed the speeches with automatic diarization [12] to roughly annotate their beginning and
end timestamps in long recordings of the whole sessions. For
simplicity, we decided to exclude the president because his or
her utterances while chairing the sessions were often not transcribed, or not word-for-word. We also excluded speeches
which we could not align due to error in metadata or in automatic processing, which were shorter than 30 seconds, or whose
Czech translation or interpreting was missing.
Next, we selected 10 hours of speeches into validation and
evaluation set. We decided to eliminate the potentially malicious overlap of ESIC dev-test with Europarl-ST train set. We
identified the speakers of Europarl-ST English-German devtest, found all their speeches in our data, and included them
into ESIC dev-test. To cover full 10 hours, we added additional 28 randomly selected speeches, regardless the speakers
in Europarl-ST. We marked them so that the users can be aware.

1. Introduction
Multilingual events with participants without a common language are often simultaneously interpreted by humans. Automatic simultaneous speech translation can increase the language
coverage where human interpreting is not available, e.g. because of capacity reasons. Assuming the presence of a human
interpreter, speech translation can rely on the original speech as
the source, or by translating the speech of the interpreter. In this
work, we compare the features of these two options.
The direct source-to-target translation is supposed to be fast
(no latency introduced by the interpreter), and more literal, and
therefore very detailed. However, the verbosity might be uncomfortable for final users to follow, if the speech is too fast
or disfluent. The indirect interpreter-to-target translation might
benefit from the fact that interpreters tend to compress and simplify [1, 2], on the other hand, it could decrease adequacy.
In this work, we examine two possible sources and one target language. However, we put aside the effects of varying quality of speech recognition and machine translation. They can favor any option, depending on the specific version of the tools
and other conditions. We focus on the evaluation of latency,
shortening and simplification, and human assessment of information loss. We prepare a new evaluation corpus ESIC (Europarl Simultaneous Interpreting Corpus v.1.0) with 10 hours of
English speeches with transcripts, translations and transcripts of
simultaneous interpreting into Czech and German.

Copyright © 2021 ISCA
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Table 1: Size statistics of ESIC corpus. The two numbers in
each cell are the number of sentences (or documents, in the row
of Verbatim transcription), and number of words.
Revised
Verbatim
Ortho
Duration
Revised
Verbatim
Test
Ortho
Duration
Dev

Source
English
2019 44986
179 47478
2772 45862
5h8m38s
1997 45068
191 47331
2693 45640
5h3m54s

4. Translation Systems
In the next sections, we compare three options for translation of
English speech into Czech: human interpreting into Czech (CS INT ), human interpreting into German ( DE - INT ) followed by a
machine translation system into Czech (DE - CS), and a machine
translation model directly into Czech, which was additionally
trained to shorten source text (EN - CS).

Interpreting into
German
Czech
2015 42969
2019 37017
179 38956
179 33863
2818 38482
2736 33163
5h9m17s
5h10m30s
1991 42347
1997 36600
191 39115
191 34464
2900 38738
2720 33747
5h2m23s
5h6m16s

4.1. Machine Translation
EN - CS is a Transformer-Base [14] machine translation model
trained using Marian [15] on CzEng 1.7 [16] using the default
hyperparameters. It was biased during training by providing
training examples illustrating shortening. Specifically, sentence
pairs from the parallel corpus were selected only if the Czech
sentence had not more than 86% of the number of subword units
compared to the English counterpart. Given that in the CzEng
corpus, Czech sentences are on average 10% longer than their
English translations in terms of subword units, our requirement
corresponds to EN:CS compression factor of 1:0.78.
In comparison to an identical model trained on the full corpus, we observed a decrease in both mean length of the translation and BLEU score with the shortening model.
Furthermore, we observed that the model often performs
shortening by replacing words and phrases with their synonyms
with fewer subword units, but preserves the syntax, which
does not significantly differ from the baseline non-shortening
model’s translation. This is in contrast to human interpreting
strategy [1]. Human interpreters tend to segment the source sentence into small units and translate them as individual sentences.
Furthermore, they use generalization and summarization of the
whole clauses, and other techniques such as passivization to
consolidate the word order between source and target.
DE - CS is trained on 8M sentence pairs from Europarl and
Open Subtitles [3, 17], the only public parallel corpora of German and Czech, and validated on newstest. The Transformerbased system runs in Marian [15] and reaches 18.8 cased BLEU
on WMT newstest-2019. It is not adapted for simultaneous
translation which would need translation stability and partial
translation for partial sentences [18, 19].

3.1. Manual Revisions
We manually revised the segmentation into individual speeches
in all three tracks (English source, Czech and German interpreting) because the automatic diarization was inaccurate at beginnings and ends. In the next steps, we manually transcribed the
interpreters following fixed annotation guidelines. Our annotators marked false starts, unintelligible words, short insertions
in different languages and swapping voices, so that ESIC users
can decide to handle them in a particular way. They transcribed
and marked the segments which could not be easily transferred
from orthography to verbatim, e.g. the non-canonical forms of
numerals, dates, loaned named entities and acronyms. They inserted orthographic punctuation and spelling, but did not do any
changes in syntax, even when the interpreter’s syntax could be
considered as ungrammatical. Hesitations were not marked. In
sum, we ended up with three versions: Revised as downloaded
from the web, Verbatim which does not include any punctuation, but does include false starts, and Ortho with punctuation
and without false starts.
The transcripts of English sources were revised in the same
way as those of interpreters’, but the annotator re-used the transcripts from the web, which were manually revised and normalized by EP staff for comfortable reading. They often differed
from the verbose ones in the way of addressing the president
and Parliament at the introduction, in the correction of disfluencies and grammar, use of more formal named entities or decompressed acronyms, and removal of side and organizational
comments. Also, the concluding “thank you” to the president
was added by our revision.
Furthermore, our annotator marked, with the use of the
video-recording, whether the speech was spontaneous, or read,
because we believe it has a big impact on the grammar, style
and complexity of translation. In rare cases, we excluded
speeches given in another language than in English, but short
code switching, e.g. the salutation of the president in his or her
native language, were kept for authenticity.
Finally, we used MAUS forced aligner [13] for English,
German and Czech to obtain the word-based timestamps. The
corpus statistics are in Table 1.

4.2. Low-Latency ASR
We use online German and English ASR systems originally prepared for lectures [20]. They emit partial hypotheses in real
time, and correct them as more context is available. German is
a hybrid HMM-DNN model (DE ASR). The same system was
used also by KIT Lecture Translator [21]. English is neural
sequence-to-sequence ASR [22]. They are connected in a cascade with a tool for removing disfluencies and inserting punctuation [23] and with the MT systems. The cascade is the same
as the one of the ELITR project at IWSLT 2020 [24].

5. Latency
We aim to compare the latency of interpreting and machine
translation. Note that the comparison is inevitably limited by
different output modalities. The interpreters produce speech,
and the machine translation text. We disregard the perception
effects of hearing versus reading.
We need to assess the time when each word in source, interpreting and machine translation was produced. For the source
and interpreting, we have word-based timestamps from forced
alignment tool. For the re-translating machine translation, we
use the finalization time of a target word as in [19]. It is the
first time when the system produces the word, and the word

3.2. Ethics
We received the authorisation to repackage and publish the texts
and audios of the speakers on the EP plenary sessions, and the
transcripts of interpreters1 . Since the interpreters’ voices are
considered as personal data, we do not publish them together
with the corpus. However, they are publicly available on the
web of EP, and we can publish the links and instructions that
every user of our corpus can follow to obtain them.
1 Available

at http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-3719.
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Table 2: Latency of interpreting and machine translation from
English to Czech (white background), based on automatic word
alignments, in seconds. Gray rows break down the two intermediate components of the indirect translation: English-toGerman interpreter and German-to-Czech translation. The percentile indicates that, e.g. 90% of aligned words fit under 7 sec.
Percentile ≤
avg±std 50% 90% 99%
CS - INT
4.17 ± 4.32 3.21 7.06 22.14
EN - CS
7.56 ± 5.65 5.97 15.26 27.00
DE - INT + DE - CS 9.90 ± 6.75 8.57 17.00 34.78
(DE - INT)
4.26 ± 5.00 3.08 7.34 24.88
(DE - CS)
4.92 ± 4.78 3.75 10.17 21.38
CS - INT
3.99 ± 4.38 3.00 6.77 22.23
EN - CS
7.68 ± 6.28 5.98 15.17 30.38
DE - INT + DE - CS 9.84 ± 7.16 8.43 17.08 36.70
(DE - INT)
4.03 ± 4.70 3.02 6.64 23.27
(DE - CS)
5.07 ± 4.89 3.90 10.56 20.95
dev

and all its preceding words remain unchanged until the end of
the session. This definition is rather harsh because it penalizes
subtle, cosmetic changes in translation output the same way as
meaning-altering re-translations. It is possible that a real user
reads the translation earlier than at finalization time, and does
not notice short flicker in previous words. However, the finalization time is an upper bound for the word production time.
The “latency” is the difference of times of the source word
and its “corresponding” word in the target. We assess the correspondence with automatic word alignment.
5.1. Word Alignment

test

We aligned English source transcripts and target interpreting or
machine translation at the word level with fast align [25] after
tokenizing [26] and trimming them to 5 characters as a trivial
form of lemmatization. We processed all 370 ESIC documents,
treating each as a single sentence. We added relevant sentencealigned texts to fast align training data, to expand the vocabulary: revised translations of Europarl (around 4 thousands documents from the same period) for interpreting, and the source
and target sentence prefixes for machine translation. We obtained forward and backward alignments, and removed those
going back in time, assuming that the interpreters do not risk
predicting content. Finally, we intersected them. Based on a
small manual check, the resulting word alignments were reasonably good, despite that fast align is designed for individual
sentences and our documents were much longer.

tencies around 10 seconds. Therefore, we consider the indirect
path of interpreter followed by machine translation as feasible
from the latency point of view.

6. Shortening and Complexity
We aim to compare the shortening and simplification capability
of interpreting vs direct machine translation systems.
First, the translation length. Syllables are units independent
on the orthography and phonemic inventory of the languages,
and they are capable to express shortening rate of translation
into multiple languages. Therefore, we used grapheme-tophoneme and syllabification tool [28] for estimating the number
of syllables in English, Czech and German source, interpreting
and translation. The results are in Table 3. We also demonstrate
that German uses more characters per syllable than Czech, due
to smaller character inventory. This fact has to be considered
especially in speech-to-text translation.
The results show that there is nearly no difference in translation length of interpreting, indirect DE - INT+DE - CS, and our
shortening model for direct speech translation (EN - CS). On average, one English syllable is translated into one Czech syllable.
The revised text translation CS - REF are longer than source, there
is 1.19 syllable for 1 source syllable. The first reason might be
that it is manually revised and adapted for reading. Shortening and simplification is not desirable in translation, while in
interpreting it is necessary. The second possible reason is that
interpreting might be unreliable. It may contain outages, and
therefore be short.
Next, we compare the vocabulary complexity. We rank
Czech words from the CzEng corpus by frequencies, such that
the most common word has rank 1, and the least common word
has the rank of number of unique words. The “comma” and
“full stop” characters were removed before the evaluation. Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of log ranks for
each system across the documents in the test set. We test
whether the mean log rank of EN - CS is statistically equal to that
of DE - CS. Using the two-sample Z-test, we reject this hypothesis with p < 0.01. Thus, we conclude that the translations
EN - CS (machine) and CS - REF (human), which do not contain
any interpreter component, use a more complex vocabulary than
both setups involving an interpreter, CS - INT and DE - CS.

5.2. Latency Comparison
The latency is summarized in Table 2. Both CS - INT and DE - INT
have average latency around 4 seconds. In 90% of the source
words that were aligned to any target word, the latency is below
7 seconds. In small number of cases, in around 1%, the latency
is larger than 23 seconds. It can be caused either by interpreters
using so long translation unit, or a rare error in the automatic
alignment. The methodology is the same for all options, therefore we assume that the error rate is homogeneous, although
unknown, so the results are comparable.
The machine translation systems used in our work have
larger latency than interpreters: EN - CS around 7 seconds, DE CS around 5 seconds. There are two reasons why their latencies
differ, and why they are so large. First, EN - CS uses end-to-end
ASR, which is approximately 1 second slower than the hybrid
ASR of DE - CS. Second, both systems are used for re-translating
growing system prefixes, despite they were trained on full sentences. The first word in the sentence is often finalized after
the whole sentence is completed by the speaker. The English
source speakers tend to make long sentences, sometimes even
30 seconds, while the DE - INT makes shorter ones.
The systems thus translate much longer units than interpreters, and therefore have larger latency. We hypothesize that
more advanced translation system could have latency comparable to the interpreter. Assuming that the interpreters always
wait optimally for meaningful translation units, their latency is
an upper bound for the waiting. Machine processing (speech
recognition and translation) can take up to 1 second. ESIC corpus can serve for tuning the parameter k of wait-k models [27]
for simultaneous translation, so the resulting latency of wait-k
is the same as interpreters’.
The indirect DE - INT+DE - CS option has latency around 10
seconds between English and Czech, i.e. roughly twice larger
than a single interpreter. This is comparable to relay interpreting
via one intermediate pivot language. Relay interpreting is used
in real-life settings, so real users might be accustomed to la-

7. Quality
We estimate the quality of machine translation with an automatic metric, and manually assess content preservation.
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Table 3: Length rate of source to target of ESIC test set. For
example, CS - REF has 1.19-times more syllables than English
source. There is average and standard deviation on all test documents.
System
Syllables
Characters
CS - REF
1.19 ± 0.12 0.93 ± 0.09
CS - INT
1.03 ± 0.17 0.80 ± 0.13
EN - CS
1.03 ± 0.10 0.82 ± 0.04
DE - INT + DE - CS
1.01 ± 0.16 0.79 ± 0.12
DE - INT
1.01 ± 0.15 0.99 ± 0.14

Table 5: BLEU score between EN - CS, DE - CS and both Czech
reference translations. BLEU requires a 1-1 correspondence
between candidate and reference segments. We either treat the
whole test set as one segment (“BLEU agg”) or each speech in
the test set as one segment (“BLEU one”).
Reference System BLEU agg BLEU one
CS - INT
EN - CS
21.4
13.8
CS - INT
DE - CS
19.9
10.4
CS - REF
EN - CS
27.6
22.6
CS - REF
DE - CS
21.1
13.2

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of log word frequency
ranks calculated from translations of the test set. The column
“words” denotes the sample size (number of words in the translation). The proportion of out-of-vocabulary words is less than
0.5 % for each system.
System
avg ± std
words
EN - CS
6.42 ± 2.89 32 488
DE - CS
6.16 ± 2.85 32 703
CS - INT
6.15 ± 2.83 32 992
CS - REF
6.32 ± 2.93 37 182

Table 6: Manual assessment of information preserved.
System
avg ± std
avg ± std
CS - REF
0.77 ± 0.32 0.86 ± 0.11
EN src trans.+EN - CS
0.70 ± 0.33 0.89 ± 0.10
DE - INT trans.+ DE - CS
0.49 ± 0.37 0.60 ± 0.29
CS - INT
0.47 ± 0.39 0.77 ± 0.20
EN ASR+ EN - CS
0.38 ± 0.36 0.58 ± 0.28
DE ASR+ DE - CS
0.19 ± 0.29 0.37 ± 0.27
Annotator
107 sent., 5h 20 sent., 1h
portant for the intended audience at the live event. For example,
there was a substitution of “president’s office” and “the president”, as a subject in the sentence, and such cases were penalized slightly. In some cases, the translation of the highlighted
sentence could not be found in the target, probably due to interpreter overload, and was largely penalized. It explains the
low scores of the interpreting-based systems. Future evaluations
could be provided by domain experts capable of considering the
importance factor of particular facts. Also, the frequency of interpreting outages can be estimated by a targeted evaluation.
Our evaluation process has limitations, e.g. the source being presented to the annotators only as English text, without audiovisual information. The gender of the speaker and addressed
persons was thus often unclear, and its translation could not be
evaluated. The interpreters use correct and consistent gender
markers, while machine translation from English does not.

7.1. BLEU against two References
In Table 5, we provide the BLEU [29] score of the indirect
translation of German interpreting (DE - CS) and the direct EN CS translation. We measure the score against two possible references: the revised text translation, and transcript of Czech interpreting. The sources are gold transcripts, not ASR, therefore
it is an upper bound for translation quality in a real event.
We expected that DE - CS will be closer to CS - INT reference
than EN - CS, but it is not. It might be caused by different interpreting strategies, and variability of translation, and too literal
translation from German. We however refrain from the interpretation that DE - CS is of lower quality, since it has been previously
shown that BLEU negatively correlates with simplicity [30].
7.2. Content Preservation
To compare the difference in text simplification between machine translation and a human interpreter, we manually check
the amount of information from the source text preserved in the
translation. We employed two human annotators. They are both
non-experts on the EP debates, non-native speakers of English,
and native speakers of Czech. The first one, a professional translator, worked 5 hours and annotated 107 sentences. The second one, a computer linguist, contributed 20 sentences (1 hour).
The annotators were provided with English revised transcripts
of the whole document, and the translation candidates of automatic systems, interpreting and reference in Czech. They were
all blinded and in random order. One random sentence from the
source document was highlighted for assessment. The annotators were asked to express to what extent the information from
the highlighted source sentence was preserved in the translation
candidates, on a scale from 0 to 100. For comparability, they
were asked to rate all the 6 candidates at once.
Table 6 indicates that EN - CS applied to the golden transcript
preserves a similar amount of information as the manual translation. Involving any interpreter (DE - CS and CS - INT) leads to a
considerable loss. ASR as the source for MT instead of gold
transcripts significantly reduces translation quality, and loses
further information (EN ASR+EN - CS and DE ASR+DE - CS).
The aggregated scores of the two annotators are consistent.
The second annotator reports that in many cases, the difference
in non-ASR based translations were subtle and probably unim-

8. Conclusion
In this work, we release ESIC 1.0, a corpus with 10 hours of European Parliament speeches in English with transcripts, translations, and transcripts of simultaneous interpreting into Czech
and German. We make it available for future work in speech
translation and other areas:
http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-3719
We conclude that the automatic BLEU score is unable to
distinguish whether the source-to-target or interpreter-to-target
translation is better, due to the simplification feature of interpreting. We compare direct and indirect speech translation by
latency, and show that the indirect option could be comparable
to relay interpreting. On the other hand, interpreter-based translation leads to shorter targets with significantly less complex
vocabulary. A limited human assessment shows that more information is preserved in direct translation than in interpretingbased translations, and that far more content survives in translation from gold transcripts than from online ASR.
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